
NCE River Watch Summary

Objectives and outcomes

Our biggest objective of this event was to spread the interest and idea of river watch and

have it be announced as an open house. We also scheduled sessions with our elementary

classes to have more kids interact with our event. With that main objective in mind, we branched

out with the idea to show kids the importance, interesting, and fun things in river watch. The first

thing we wanted to show was the macroinvertebrates in our waters. We wanted to show how to

be able to identify the macroinvertebrates in our waters and show that if they joined in the

future, this is one of the activities they would be doing. We also had a stream table. Our

objective with this station was to show how a stream is naturally affected by its environment.

Our last interactive station was the Secchi tube. This station shows how to identify the different

water clarity and why we need to know it. We also had two other stations that were observing

insects contained in jars and a coloring station of river watch-related pictures.

Our desired outcome was to have a successful open house on sharing information on

what we do in river watch while keeping and creating interest. We, as a small group of mostly

seniors, want to encourage future high school students to be a part of river watch and not be

afraid to join.



Planning, promoting, delivering

At the beginning of our planning, we all picked certain jobs that needed to be done like

advertising, posters, and collecting supplies needed. Then we separated into groups of two and

started the research into our three stations Secchi tube, the stream table, and identifying

macroinvertebrates. On the day of the event, we all set up stations and decorated the area we

were in to create an appealing space. To keep interested we had the kids wear vests that we

would we wear while out doing river watch activities, created

goodie bags with snacks and plastic bugs, and a slideshow of an

overview of river watch and the topics in the open house.

To promote our open house, we had a member go on the

radio and announce why and when our event was. We created

posters to hang around our school and local businesses, then sent home letters to elementary

families to have them come to the event. For social media, we published the poster on the

school's Facebook and website. (Poster used to

advertise)

During the time of our open house weather conditions were bad but some still made it.

We found what stations kids really liked and even added a coloring station to be on their own

and contained bugs to examine. We found that going through all our stations took roughly 45

minutes and that kids wanted to take time and experience everything. When we took an

elementary class we would have a few members of the group present the stations and if it was a

bigger class we had as many as possible helping.

Final outcomes and evaluation



The final outcomes we got were fulfilling in the sense we had many kids asking

questions and parents telling us they were very excited after the open house. We had very good

reviews after our event. We had many teachers tell us the kids were very excited and kept

talking about it after the fact. It created a big interest with the future kids of our school and just

the importance of our rivers in our community.

Overall our event was affected by weather and possibly planning further ahead to plan

not in winter or have time to move the event forward if the weather is bad would be a more ideal

situation. We were however able to provide an experience for our elementary kids by recreating

our original event and having them come in during school hours. Even with our small group of 6,

we created a pretty diverse set of activities to do during our event.


